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TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE

EXPLORING HOW SOLID EDGE
IS ENABLING THE FUTURE OF
MANUFACTURING

NEXT
GENERATION
DESIGN
EXPLORING THE FUTURE OF DESIGN & MANUFACTURING
CONVERGENT MODELLING
Working intelligently with mesh data

REVERSE ENGINEERING

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Capturing the physical world digitally

Exploring the future of manufacturing

Special Report: Solid Edge
Sponsored by Siemens PLM So ware

THE DIGITAL
ENTERPRISE:
CHALLENGES
& SOLUTIONS

There is huge potential to revolutionise how design and
engineering is done. We explore how Solid Edge is positioned to
help build the next generation of digitally led manufacturing
oday’s designers and engineers are
facing a multitude of challenges.
Alongside the traditional pressures
on engineers inside small and midsized companies that see their responsibilities
spread across design, IT, supply chain
wrangling, sales and much more, there are
the new additional factors such as greater
customisation, material cost reduction, a
drive for efficiency and exploration of new
production methods.
While the headline news talks about the
additive manufacturing revolution and the
need to build more efficient and cost effective
products, the reality is that many organisations
are already starting to evaluate how they can
take advantage of the latest digital technologies.
The combination of modern, intuitive 3D
design systems, topology optimisation and
reverse engineering hardware to capture
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physical objects is enabling them to pursue
this brave new world and then produce
breakthrough products using additive
manufacturing technologies.
If there’s a barrier to greater adoption, it’s the
simple fact that these processes often result in
mesh-based geometry.
Traditional and widely available solid
and surfacing modelling technologies offer
powerful design capabilities. However, mesh
geometry is becoming more mainstream
as engineers explore reverse engineering
techniques to create digital representations of
existing designs, adapt to user requirements
and utilise new design techniques such as
generative design, to produce a wider variety
of functional alternatives that can lead to better
products.
The majority of today’s 3D design and
engineering systems only offer solid modelling

capabilities, meaning that engineers must turn
to speciality applications to work with mesh
geometry.
This presents challenges for engineers,
who must learn and then relearn these other
tools every time they need to work with
mesh geometry. It also presents challenges in
moving models back and forth between the
two applications, where geometry frequently
breaks. This also means that engineers must
install, maintain, and upgrade yet another
software application.
Fortunately, a few CAD applications have
combined solid, surface and mesh-based
modelling into a single integrated environment.
This lets designers and engineers work with
the mesh geometry alongside more traditional
geometry without the need for conversion or
complete or partial remodelling, allowing them
to get more design work done.
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KEY TRENDS IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

3D SCANNING: According to recent reports,
the 3D scanning industry will be a $6Bm
business by 2022. Today, price points are
dropping, devices are becoming easier to use
and many more are exploring their potential to
improve fit and function as part of the design
process. The issue is that resulting point clouds
and meshes are often difficult to work with.
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MATERIAL COSTS: 47% of manufacturers
expect material costs to increase by up to 5%
in the next 12 months. The need to reduce
material use and improve the efficiency of
existing designs is driving a massive rise of
interest in optimisation technologies and the
exploration of alternative methods for part
production.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING: The additive
manufacturing revolution is now fully under
way and many organisations are looking at
their future product streams to find where
there’s potential. Whether that potential is in
terms of mass customisation, reduction of part
cost (by reducing tooling) or building parts that
are better suited to their operating conditions.
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GENERATIVE DESIGN & OPTIMISATION

CHALLENGE: With materials costs on the
rise, energy price increases and the drive for
more efficient solutions to every engineering
challenge, optimisation has never been more
key for many engineering organisations.

SOLUTION: With integrated generative design
tools, Solid Edge allows you to find new and
novel forms for your parts that solve your
performance criteria whether for additive
manufacture, CNC machining or casting.

BENEFITS: Lighter, more efficient designs
mean less material and processing costs. More
efficient parts that will save the manufacturer
money while passing lower operating costs and
higher efficiency products to the customer.

REVERSE ENGINEERING & MESH DATA

CHALLENGE: Whether from taking advantage
of the topology optimisation or the result of
reverse engineering workflows, mesh-based
data is becoming prevalent but can prove
difficult to integrate into traditional CAD.

SOLUTION: Solid Edge with Convergent
Modelling allows you to take in mesh-based
data, repair it (if needs be) and integrate it with
traditional parts and assemblies to achieve a
final robust design.

BENEFITS: It has been either a lengthy process
to ‘convert’ mesh data to solid geometry using
a seperate system, or impossible to reuse it
effectively. Solid Edge now allows you to work
with mesh data within the same tool.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

CHALLENGE: Additive manufacturing allows
prototypes to be built and final, end use parts
to be manufactured, without the need for
intermediate tooling - saving time and money but many users aren’t experienced with it.

SOLUTION: Solid Edge has tools to allow you
to check for typical problems, output to your
own 3D printer, or choose a print service with
instant pricing and delivery times.

BENEFITS: Like any new manufacturing
process, designers and engineers need
to learn how to best approach it. Additive
manufatcuring tools integrated into Solid Edge
make this journey easy.

CONVERGENT MODELLING

CHALLENGE: Most mainstream modelling
systems don’t allow you to work with CAD
& mesh-based data, forcing the user to use
separate applications and workflows, which
adds time and cost to the workflow.

SOLUTION: Siemens PLM has introduced
Convergent Modelling to Solid Edge. This allows
mesh-based geometry to be fully integrated
alongside traditional solid and surface
geometry, enabling more holistic modelling.

BENEFITS: Allowing the user to repair and
work with mesh-based geometry means lower
training (as they’re using the same system)
while allowing more flexibility for input into the
design process.
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SOLID
EDGE
A COMPLETE SOLUTION
While Solid Edge is a recognised technology leader in mechanical
design, the depth and breadth of its toolset is now much broader,
harnessing the strength of the Siemens PLM technology portfolio
Mechanical design

Electrical & PCB

Simulation & Analysis

Solid Edge has been developed to provide
an environment for experimentation and
engineering definition. It runs the gamut of 3D
modelling of intelligent parts and assemblies,
drawing creation and much more.

New tools for developing wiring, harness and
printed circuit board (PCB) components that
bring to bear Mentor Graphics’ (now part of
Siemens PLM stable) experience and knowhow.

It’s one thing to create the 3D form of your
product, but how will it perform in the
real world? Solid Edge has a wide range of
simulation tools available from structural FEA
to fluid flow and thermal cooling with CFD.

Manufacturing

Data Management

Technical Publications

Whether you’re looking to document a part
for production, build a prototype with a 3D
printer or prepare your part for additive
manufacturing, Solid Edge has all of the tools
you’ll need to realise your next product.

As engineering organisations create data, it’s
key that this is tracked and made available
to all that need it. Solid Edge has a range of
options to solve the data management needs
of all business sizes.

CAD data can be reused in many downstream
applications - technical publications are a
perfect example. Create high quality content
such as work instructions, service documents,
synchronised for design updates.

TRY
SOLID EDGE
FOR FREE
www.siemens.com/plm/try-solid-edge
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FREE 3D CAD
VEWING &
COLLABORATION
WITH SOLID EDGE
PORTAL
www.siemens.com/plm/portal

